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ABSTRACT
Television coverage of the 0lympics has elevated gymnast'ics from a
second class sport to a major world sport. This elevation of the sport
has created a preoccupation of speedihg up the learning/teaching process.
The speed-up process creates problems in the learning/teaching process.
Trial and error instruction becomes impracticai because.it is time con-
suming. in many instances the codch may not have the competence neces-
sary to instruct the gymnast in a new ski'll and not all gymnasts have
progjressed in ski'l'l development to achieve the more difficult moves.
A survey of related liteirature gave historical information on the
growth of gymnastics along with the development and attitudes relating
to teaching methods. To achieve a comparison of two modes of mediated
instruction for the learning/teaching of the women's handspring vau1i,
a film and a programmed instruction manual were developed. The methodol-
ogy incorporated in the two modes of. instruction covered the comp'lete
sequentia'l orde4 necessary to'execute and complete the hanCspring vault.
l!
Both learnilg/teaching'packages were designed to blend.into an ongoing
program and be used at the convenience of tile coach;and gymnast.
!
Forty-two gir'ls and seven colches'participated in the study.
Twenty-one giris and four coaches used the filmed instruction and
twenty-one girls.and three coaches used the programmed instruction
manual .
The investigation concerned knowing whether at the end of four
practice sessions there was a statistically significhnt difference be-
tween the use of film and the programmed instruction manual in learning
the women's handspring vau1t.
Answers to questibns of attitude and effectiveness, by the coach
and gymnast, toward the two forms of mediatbd instruction were deter-
mined through an analysis of the pre-test and post-test questionnaires.
Upon completion of the statistical ana'lysis it was found that there
was no statisticaliy significant difference between the film and the
programmed instruction manual method of instrucfion. ldhen comparing
the findings, without any statistical information being considered,
there was a difference in the number of girls using the fi:lm and the
programmed instruction manual who were able to achieve the handspring
vault. Thus, it would be of interest to find a larger'sample group and
do further study.
Further study is indicated in areas of body structure, dge of the
gymnast, placement methods of gymnasts in groups to alleviate possib'le
misplacement at skill levels, aftitudes of gymnasts toward their own
level of development, and attitudes of co"aches and gymnasts towards new
methods of instruction could prove interesting and important to.the
learning cycle of students and coaches using psycho;motor learning.
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Chapter l
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
I n troduc ti on
The number of private gymnastic clubs, high schoor and college
gymnastic teams have grown at a rapid pace in the past eight years.
The growth of women's gymnastics has presented a situation where
coaching has outpaced the instructiona'l institution's ability to offer
adequate training. Many times, coaches are faced with training situa-
tions in advanced gymnastic ski'lls that are beyond their knowledge.
Coaching information at the very basic level of gymnastic instruc-
tion is availab'le. The coaches who are adventurous enough to push on
to more difficult instructional methods learn with the girls through a
trial and error system.
To overcome problems inherent in the tria'l and error system, there
is a neeci for development gf a mediated mode of instruction for the
Iearning/teaching of women's gymnastics 
.
Purpose of thb Study ' 
'
LThe purpbse'of the studj,was to compare two mediated programs that
teach the handspring vault to women gymnasts.
These mediited programs.were designed to bring the gymnast.and
coach into a joint learning/teaching venture. The ultimatb goal was
teaching the specific ski'l1s of.a handspring vault to the coach and the
woman gymnast.
Questions to be Ansr,rered
The study proposed to answer the fo1lowing questions:
l. l.las a programmed instruction manual successful in the
. 
"learning/teaching of a handspring vault?
2. 
'alas the use of a film as a mediated form of instruction suc-
cessful in the learn'ing/teaching of a handspring vault?
3. When the coach and gymnast learn together, was there a better
uhderstanding of the technique of the vault?
4. Did this mediated 'learning/teaching package dealing with the
handspring vau'lt satisfy the gymnast and coach?
5. l^las the gymnast able to perform the handspring vau'lt at the
end of a four session practice schedule?
- Procedures of the Study
To accomplish .the objectives of the study, the fo1'lowing procedures
were necessary:-
1. The examination of literature pertinent to a handspring vautd
and the historical development of gymhastics.
2 , Sel ecti on and nature o f the popul at'ion parti cibati ng i n the
study
3. Deve'lopment of the statistical procedure.
4. The preparation of the qudstionnaire to accompany the learning/
teaching package.
5. The development and creation of a training film dealing with
the women's handspring vaul t.
'6. The development and creation of a programmed instructional
manual dealing with the women's handspring vau'lt.
7. The formation of a committee to review the film.
38. The formation of a conmittee to review the progranrired instruc-
tional manual.
9. The distribution of the 'learning/teaching packages for group
testing and answering of questionnaires was done.
' 10. Treatment and analysis of the data collected from the question-
nai res and te'sti ng was done .
Definition of Terms
Certain terms used in this study, which are standard vocabulary used
by the Urii ted States Gymnasti cs Federati on i n thei r pub'l i cations , are as
fol I ows :
1. Handspring VauIt -- The body is inverted during the flight over the
horse which is placed sideways to the running'lane. This vau'lt
ca'rries a 8.8 point value for optional competition and 10.0 point
value for compulsory competit'ion, as stated in the U.S.G.F. Code
of Points. Figude I is a pictorial representation of a handspring
vaul t. '
-.-Ot>--'-
Fi gure I
Hands pri ng Vau'l.t
?
?????? ?
，?（
??
?
i
-\
2. Layout Vau]t -- The body, during its flight, does not invert as
it passes over the horse which is placed sideways to the running
lane. The body stretches to a 30o - 400 angle upon contact with
-' the horse. 0n contact with the horse, the hips pike to make
possible a horizontal completiori of. the vault. 'This vault carries
a possibie 7.0 point value in optional competition and a .l0.0=
point value- in compulsory competition, as stated in the U.S.G.F.
Code of Points. Figure 2 is a pictorial representation of a
I ayout vaul t;
Figure 2
Layout Vadl t t, ,
I
‐    3。   Medium ‐‐lFor・the・purpose oi this ttudy. a'physical means of
communication which includes print'and audfovisual form; super
8mm film, cassettes and their accompanying technology.
4. Pikins -- The bending of the body ,, an.'hjpi.
5. Point Va'lue -- In- gyinnastics, a gymnast can score anywhere from
0 to l0 points for a single gymnastic routine. The score is
ascertained by judges using a prescribed set of rules.
6. Reuther Board:- An item of gymnastic equipment which acts as a
5repelling agent or lift assistant to aid the gymnast's f'light
over the horse.
7. Side Horse -- An item of gymnastic equipment which is 43,' (llOcm)
or may elect 47" (l20cm) high for children's division of conipe-
tition and 47" (120cm) high for Junior, Senior and Elite division
of competition. (Measurements from Age Group Program Bu'lletin
by U.S.G. F. 1 97s-1 976) .
8. .Spotting -- Aid given to the gymnast to achieve a skill and pre-
vent injury.
9. Teaching -- The formal and informal techniques used to change the
behavior of a learner to attain the stated goal and objectives.
.l0. U.S.G.F. -- United States Gymnastics Federation. The governing
body which oversees.gymnastics in-the United States.
ll. White Line:-'This is founa nlir the front edge of the Reuther
board and.!s located directly over the highest point of the
Reuther board from the floor.
Ass umpti ons
,To proceed with this study, the fol'lowing basic'assumptions were
made:
I. Untler the present metho'd of trid'l and error learning, it
takes a longer period of time,to actiieve the women's handspring
vaul t.
2. With the aid of a mediated form of instruction, the learning/
teaching time is reduced.
3. Knowledge of the end result of a gymnastic move is overcome
with the use of mediated instruction.
4. A mediated forrn of instruction employing progressive sequen-
tial fundamenta]s is helpful in the learning/teaching of.the women's
handspring vaul t.
5. An assumption is made that the gymnast has mastered a layout
vault and is ready to proceed to the handspring vault.
Limitations of the Study
This study is. concerned with the 'learning/teaching of the women's
handspring vault and the medium used to accomplish this end. There-
fore, the follbwing'limitations were considered:
1. Methods become obsolete so fast that this study does not
examine teaching methods that are over four years old. This four
year limit coincides with the United States Qymnastics Federation's
revisions which occur every four years.
2. Because of a time factor and'know'ledge of the groups chosen,
the study is limited to one geographical location.
3. The film portion of the project was'doiie in super 8mm film
because of the availability of rrp.l 8mm projection equipment for the
people. using.the l'earning/teaching package.. I
4. The film will deal with just the women's handspring vau'lt.
5. The'programrned instruction manual wilI, deal ivith just the
women's handspring vault.'
6. For this study, dge d-oes not p'lay a part in the learning of a
handspring vault. The'important thing is the ability level of the
gymnas t .
Organizatiog of the Study
Chapter 1 presents the introduction of the.study, the statement
7of the'problem and the procedures taken to complete the study.
chapter 2 deals with the survey of related literature from a
historical perspective and present methodo'logy.
chapter 3 presents the procedures used for the development of
the fi'lm and programmed instruction manual used before the testing
and after, the description of the groups used for testing and describes
the proceduFes that were fol'lowed during the study
Chapter 4 presents the treatment and analysis of the data co1 -
lected from the testing questionnaires.. The data is presented in
comparison and tabulated form
Chapter 5 represents the surmary, findings and conclusions.
Chapter 2
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introducti on
From the ancient Greek 0lympic Games in 776 B.C. to the present day
modern 01ympics, many changes have taken p1ace. Sports have been added
and dropped from the 0lympic program. tr^lhat is done every fourth year'at
the 0lympic Games sets the stage and establishes the goals for a'll
sports and their training procedures for the next four years.
Historical Perspective
A11 things have a beginning and gymnastics finds its origin in the
ancient Greek 0lympics which started in 776 B.C. with Coroebus the winner
of the only event, the 200 yard ddsh.l The Greek 01ympics, in the ori-
'ginal form, were a religious and sporting event for meh to display the
physical power" of the'amateur Greek ath'letes. The ath'lete was cared for
and financed by his family and interested groups of peop'le.
In the early ancient.Oiyrypic eanres', women were nof allowed to
participate in or even watch the'games. The mother of'Pisidorus, a
young winning runner, liad helped her son ttrain for the Games and ih order
to view and support him, had aisgulseci herself and entered the 0'lympic
area. This act by a woman was punishable by death, but when the officials
found out, they were so impressed by-Pisidorus'mother's stand that a
break wfth tradition took p1ace. From this point, women were a'liowed to
・ lJohn Kieran and ll:luf9;:|:y:.II:=§
二型些聖L』亘L」
=壼
L≦コL生ШIttL」塾塾型堅L
(Philadelphia: Li ppenc
8
9view the games and to participate.2
For lack of funds, dying interest, and the collapse of the Roman
Empire, the ancient 0lympics were discontinued in 393 A.D.3
The advent of the modern Olympic Games took place in .1895 at Athens,
Greece. Qymnastici was introduced as an 0lympic sport in .1896 at the
revival of the 0lympic Games but was limited to men's competition.
O'lympic competition for women started in .l928 and was a team sport with-
out i ndi vi dual events . I nternati ona'l gymnas ti c events h.dd. women com-
peting in'individual eventsi vaulting, ba'lance beam, floor exercise, and
uneven paral1el bars, as ear'ly as 1936. These individual events were
first seen in the Olympic Games program in 1952.4
The individual events of 1952's competition were static with much
stopping and posing of dance and tumbi'ing moves. The first signs of a
break from static moves took place in the 0'lympi. Gd*.r of 1956 and the
World competitions of igSg.5 New anil interesting moves were seen.
Nakajima said: r !
In'1956, at the time of thd Melbourne 0lympics, the new
vaul ti ng 'board was i ntroduced to competi ti ve gymnasti cs . As
of this time, the handspring rotary lype vadlts bbgan to beperformed by more and rnore gymnasts.0
p. 61
2Ki.r.n 
, p. 'l 6 .
3Justin Beecham, 0lga. (New
4Beecham, p.39.
5Mark Davis, "Gymnast-Past
York: Paddington Press,1974),p.88.
and Presert,:: Gymnast, 」anuary 19769
6Mitsuhiro Nakajima, "Vaulting: The Technical Development and Present
Condition of the Hetch Vau]t," Gymnast, Apri'l 1974, p.38.
10
From the introduction of individua'l events into gymnast competition
the Russians have dominated World and 0lympic competition. International
competition at the start of 1976 indicates this position will be chal-
7lenged.'
California's Kathy Rigby's silver medal in the 1970 World Champion-
ships held in Liublijana, Yugos'lavia was a first for American gymnasts.S
Television was quick to pick up the sport of gymnastics. t,{hile Kathy
Rigby prepared for the 1972 llympic Games, te]evision also prepared.
t^lith the pub'lic awakening, v'ia televisioh and pres's pub'licity of Kathy
Rigby and her accbmplishments, the sport of gymnastics was catapulted
from the ranks of a secondary sport to the fastest growing women's sport
in the United States.9
l.Jhat Kathy.Rigby started was prope'lled to success by a Russian, 01ga
Korbut. I,lith television look'ing on, 01ga won the hearts and admiration
of the world with her performance in the .l972 Olympic. Games.
As the Russians push for greater expertise in gymnastics, so do the
other nations in their training procedur:es. This push finds gymnasts
'learning and incorporating more difficult gymnastic moves into routines.l0
The modern 0lympics is the culmination of a'iI that the gymnast
strives for. it ts the stage to show.the world what is and has been
7"w。‖dis Best lomen/GymnasL,」anuary 1976,p.24.
8vannie Edwards, ‖World Games Report,:l Gymnast, 」anuary‐February
1971, p. 8。                 
‐
gJoseph 
14.
Could Care Less,
and MoreWinski
!: Wall, "MoreS treet
Gi rl s Fl i P ,gYs. GYmnas ti cs : BoysJuly 6,1973, p.1, co1.4.
10Beecham, p. 91.
Journal
t'l
accomplished in the sport of gymnastics. The backing, financial and
spiritual, is directed toward this end result which is to bring together
the world's best gymnasts every for. y.u.r.ll
Gymnastics as a group experience was developed by Ludwig Jahn of
Bertin, Germany in 1811. He developed a free exercise and apparatus
work that was practiced on a turnplate.l2 His pupiis were instructed
through a carefully developed progressive program. Ludwig's methods of
discipline and skills were adopted and expanded upon by other European
countrles. 3
The question
Brown who states:
Although some Americans developed gymnastic systems oftheir own in the nineteenth century, on the whole, gymnastics
were brought to the United States by European imigrants from
Germany , Swi tzerl and , the Scandi ndvi an and Si avi c countri es ,by foreign specialists, or by Americans who had studied abroad
It is of historical significance that high schogl- gymnasticsfor girls and wbmen also started in the .l920's.14
Through.the efforts,of many peop1e", gymnastics was preserved for
future generations.
of how Amerlca discovered gymnastics ls answered by
1l Beecham, p.
12Patricia A.
(OwegO, New Yo,k:
83.
blattiliol≒
f:1根‖1lfti‖晏卜11‖詰ξILギ]ナ〕;:―::―♀羊モ;::::1lbn
13Margaret C. Brown and Be:tty Ko Sommer, Movement Education:
鰊m面
":劇
ф"卜爬Jり,W"L
148.o*n 
and Sommer, pp . 27-28.
`                                                 12
Preparatorial Training
What the Russians do influences the whole gymnastic community.  Onl y
through innovation can original and stimulating advancements in gymnastic
skills take placeo  With these advancements come problems with instructing
the gymnast.  The acquisition of new skills is a primary concern to coach
and gymnast.  Risk moves is a password for any aspiring gymnast wishing
to advance to the higher levels of competition。  On y through a strong
basic program of sequential learning can high level risk moves be incor‐
porated into a gymnastis routine。15
Even with the acceleration of skill acquirement, age does not play
an important factor.  In discussing this pOint, Singer stated:
A picture of 01ympic champlons raises seriOus questions
as to whether we can indicate a given age for optimal ath]eti c
Performance justifiably...。....・・・・・・・・・・。・。・。・・。・・・・・・・・・・・・
It is evident, then, that through ability and hard training9
man can demon3trate superioF skills at earlier and later ages
than ever before。.....●●●●・・。・・。.。Even within a given activity, :ell::吉
:i::早69f age levdlsmay be repreSented by successful′
Practiこe is nOt the only road to lёarning a gymnastic skill.  The
gymnast  must be mbtivated to perfcirm ざnd perfect theう nec ssary skills.
Singer tells us that, 1lPractice is benefici。l When it is purpOseful.1:
To be purposefulD the gymnast sets 9ohls which arb achieved when a bond
is established between the coach and gymnast.  Outside factors are
necessary to assist thetcoach and gymnast,becausd 6ne person does not
have all the necessary information tp achieve´a gymnastis goals.
Appli::1::irloNih;:1::1'EI:::11:fftlllltl:1‖(増‖ギ1裾lk 鴇1:            8),
l65ing.., Motor Learning, pp. .I46-148.
'13
innovation is helped by understanding situations through the use of
outside stimuli. This stimulus can offer cues and aids to both the
gymnast and coach.
The uses of stimuli is pointed out by Singer when he stated:
Aids such as motion pictures, s'l i des, vi deotapes , i1 1 us-trations, etc. can heip .to "model" the performance for thelearner. In other words, demonstrations of ideal behavioral
'sequences show the athlete what is expected of him. They pro-
vide him with a model. He then attempts to match the ideal
with his own execution. Instructional aids such as mentioned
above are va'luable in that they rgqdily provide a continuous
model for the learner to emulate.l/
Trial and error'learning can be beneficial to Iearners, but leads
to prob'lems in the unlearning process. Incorrect habits, once estab-
lished, are very hard to break. Singer says, "The more specific you can
be about what you want the student to be ab'le to do, the greater your
chances of success in getting him to do it."lB To date, research 
"has
not really defined for the coach or gymnast whether it is better to
watch the experts perform various moves or to observe the gymnast that
is being train6a.l9
Coaches Views
Much resear:ch has been
times, this research is done
searcher, in many cases, has
undertaken concerning motor skil ls. Many
by people who'are not coaches. The re-
the'prob'lem.of not being ab'le to state the
17Robert No Singer and Walter Diこk, Teaching Physical Education
(Boston:  HOughton Mifflin, 1974), p. 59。
~~~~~
18Robert No Singe;,5                                       (New
York:  Harper & Row, 1
19Robert
McGraw‐Hill,1〕
'2;:n::ri81:塁
£上二」gLLJ塁生重≦塾」墜至LL」型I上」整翌窒」1二塾聖⊆二 (New York:
'14
findings in coaching teiminology. This problem steins from the fact that
very few researchers are coaches. Coaches are too busy with everyday
problems of teaching to take time off to analyze and record their findings
for others.
C'linics and meets are the only real time that the coaches have to
exchange views and techniques. By the time these clinics and meets are
scheduled, it is often to late to avoid the trial and error'learning.
How much do we real'ly know about the human body's responses
to the tremendous forces gymnastics today requires? When progress
. 
of the sport was slower, we had time to experiment using triai and
error methods. In the fast paced rate-race for gymnastic suprem-
acy today, time spent in trial and error solution could put one
many light years behind the competition. He should weed out dead-
end approaches and search for more complete understanding of the
workings of the human body. l,le should analyze each skil l to its
smal'lest component in order to discover where energy is wastedin unnecessary movements for which the^[ody later has to compen-
sate, therefore, losing in efficiency,a'
There is a need for a pe^rson between the hesearcher and coach to
develop practical cues and aids, that are.constantly being updated, to
inform the coaches of what is happening in research. Cues and aids need
not be partbf valuabld praciice tirhe, but can be usdd as a supplement
for the coach o. gyrnurt.2l
The niost exacting'perfolmance from a gymnast is auring the vault.
Lacking the basic frlndamentals of .ny'on. vau'lt or an error in body
understanding can destroy the effect of the entire vau'lt. There is
simply no margin for error.
Vaulting is one of the least understood of the gir'l's
events. Since the entii"e event consists of on'ly one move(vaulting from a Reuther board'over a horse), and since, for
20fitty Kjeldsenr "Research: l'lhy Research in Gymnast,'cs?" Gymnast,
January 1974, pp. 25-26
?lSinger, l,lyths and Truths, p. 57 .
t??
?
?????
?
't5
the maximum execution of the vault, everything has to be just
about perfect (nothing can be covered up or pulled through),
the understanding of mechanical principa'ls involved is very
important. 0nce they are understood qnd mastered, the learning
of any vault will betome much easier.22
Vau'lting can be a prime example of what is needed in the way of cues
aids for the coach and gymnast. Time speht in tria'l and errorlearn-
is time wasted.
The prime years of an athlete are short, but the road to
good gymnastics is Iong and often difficu1t. Our gymnasts
deserve al'l the help mo(ern research can give them in their
pursui t of excel I ence .ZJ
Through the use of a mediated instruction, the gymnast can become
aware of the function of the body to perform the skills necessary to
achieve satisfaction during a gymnastic routine; vaul ting, balance beam,
uneven parallel bars, and floor exerqise.  The impresslon cif viewing
skllls done correctly can save time and have answers at hand for vari―
fication of questions relating to a given sklll.
To compliment the routine and skills performed, the gymnast
臀甘:itla羊: ‖i♀Imlさma‖i ‖:l ‖:illi: :litr♀::e l:dhi:rru::::::S a
The gymnist mLst,realize that gymnastics｀is ian art of body expres‐
sion and that good form promotes beauty in the skills performed.
Therefore, for success to occu■9‐ the gympast must be commltted to
;::::11::らl f°
rm atiall times when lea卜ning's,kills and performing
The rapidlexづans10n of gyttnastics has a13o created problems at the
coaching lヒvel where acceleratiori of skill acquisitiσn‐for advanced
Z?ritty Kje'ldsen, women's Gymnast'ics (Bbston: Allyn and Bacon,
1969) , p. 5'l .
23qat dsen, "Research ," p . 26 ,
24John lrl. Hinds, Jr., "Commitment and the Gymnast," 9Jnr!3!!,
October 1974, p. 41.
compe ti
Coaches
to find
achieve
l6
tion has outpaced many coaches abiliiy to handle the situation.
are striving to overcome these deficiencies. They are wi'l1ing
a need for media that will aid them and their young athletes to
the desi red goal s .
The coach is rea'l1y a master teacher who helps the performerto attain her greatest potential. To be most effective as a teacher,
she must be familiar with the learning process and must apply thoseparticular principals essential to the acquisition of motor ski'lls.
The use of demonstrations and motion pictures assist in conveying
to the player a clear concdpt of the ititt to be mastered.2S -
Summary
.The modern 0lympic Games sets the pattern for excellence in sports
for the amature athlete. What is accomplished every four years at the
Olympic Games establishes what goa'ls wil'l be set for the next four years
of training.
A s'low process of learning skills Was accelerated to a fast paced
race with time when television made available the o'ff year competitions
of international gymnastics. Th.e gymnasts from around the world are con-
stantly being viewed'and risf<.if il ls are incrieasing in number.
With the puih to incorporate more risk skills the use of outside
stimuli ; motion pictures, tel,evision, itia.s, illustrations, programmed
instruction, etc., offer cues and aids to both coach and gymnast. The
cues and aids act as the middi6man between'the ifrnovator and the coach
to ass'ist the gymnast acquire'risk ahd sequential gymnastic moves without
sacrificing valuable practice time.
25carl Eo KlafS and M. 」oan LyOn, The Femallt`電
11ドギ弄|11翼単1貫「 1型=コ
聖竪
'Competi tion,and Culture,(Saint Louis,:閾sby
The
overc0me
tion at
coach and gymnasts are willing
trial and error learning, save
current levels.
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to find and use aids thht will
practice time and keep informa-
Chapter 3
PROCEDURES
Introduction
To achieve a comparison of two modes of instruction a film and a
programxed instruction manual were developed dealing with just one as-
pect of gymnastics; the women's handspring vault. Both methods of in-
struction, film with accompanying cassette and the programmed instruction
manual, were developed to invo'lve the gymnast and instructor in a joint
'learni ng/teachi ng venture .
The purpose of the deve'lopment of the film and programmed instruc-
tion manual was to learn/teach, to recognize the methodology necessary
for the learning/teaching of the handspring vault, and to instill confi-
dence in the vaulter to a level that a so'lo handspring vau'lt could be
performed at the end of a four day training period. The people using
these methods bf 1'earning/teaching were gymnasts., coaches, or spotters
who had profiiiency in tfre know'ledge of methodology of the layout vault.
Methodo 1 ogy
Both'presentation formats covered the run, step to the Reuther,
board, repulbion from'the Reuther board, preflight, repulsion from the
horse, afterflight; landing and spotting procedures for the women's
handspring vauit. During the deve'lopment.of the learning/teaching
packages, film and'programmed instrubtion mdnudl, test situations were
established. The programmed instruction manua'l was reviewed by a group
of individua'ls for clarity of sequence, information contained, and cor-
rectness of moves (see Appendix A). Review of the film was also given
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by a group of individua'ls to address areas of confusion, clarification,
correctness of moves and suggestions for improvement of presentation
(See Appendix B). After review of the programmed instruction manua'l and
the fi'lm with accompanying cassette, the subject experts verified that
there was no significant difference between the quality or subject matter
of the two modes of instruction.
The l'earhing/teaching packages were designed to bjend with an on-
going program and to be used at the convenience of the coach before,
during, or after a practice session by an individual or group. During
the first session, using the assigned method of instruction, the groups
were asked to use the entire 'learning/teaching package. Fol1ow-ups could
be by individua'ls or a group review plan using the method of instruction
assigned.
The gymnasts were divided into two'groups, twenty-one girls per
grouP. Group I heceived.the film with accompanying cassette and Group II
receives the programmed instructional manual. Each group's packet con-
tained an ihstruttionat guid6 (See ADpendix C),'directions for use of the
programmed,instruction manual or the fiifr (Sbe Appendix D), questionnaires
containing a pFe-test and post-test section for the gymnasts and coaches
(See Appendix'E) and the film with accompanying cassette or the programmed
instruction manual (See Appen'dix F).
The test groups had ages ranging from B years to 19 years with an
average age of 13.2 years for the'group using the filmed instruction and
14.1 years for the group using th-e""prbgrammed instruction manual. Both
groups were even'ly matched for length of time in the sport. Those using
the fi'lm had been in the sport for an average of 3.3 years and 3.5 years
for those using the programmed instruction manual.
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In both test groups, age and body build was not a factor. The only
stipulation to the testing was the gymnast, who in the opinion of her
coach, must have performed a layout vault and be ready to advance to the
handspring vault.
Chapter 4
TREATMENT AND AllALYSIS OF THE DATA
I ntroducti on
A comparison of two methods of mediated instruction of the women's
handspring vault, designed to b'lend with an ongoing gyrnnastics program,
was one consideration of the analysis of the data. The comparison ex-
plored which method, film or a programmed instruction manual best prepared
the gymnast to perform the handspring vault at the end of four sessions of
practice and instruction.
The answers to the questions of attitude and effectiveness, by the
coach and gymnast, toward the two forms of mediated instruction were
determined through an ana'lysis of the pre-test'and post-test question-
naires.
Situation
Forty-two gymnasts who had achieved a satisfactory layout vau1t,
by judgment of their coaches, were asked to test two modes of instruction
for the learning/t'eaching of the 
"women's 
"handspring vault. The investi-
gation conberns knowing whether at the end of four p.ractice sessions
there was a'statistically significant difference between the use of film
and the progranmed ,ihstruction manual in 'learning the women's handspring
vau'l t.
I . Nu'l t hypothes i s': Ho
difference between the filmed
tional manual.
2. Al ternate hypothesis: Hl ‐ There is a statistically significant
21
- Theqe is no statistical'ly signi ficant
instruction and the programmed instruc-
difference betwedn the fi'lmed instruction and
22
the progranmrid instruction
manual .
3. statistical test: Since the two groups (film and prograrnmed
instructional manual) are independent, and the data are in terms of fre-
quencies in discrete categories, the chi square test, here and henceforth
is identified as x?, of independence is the observations as wel.l as the
expected frequencies.
Tabl e 'l
Mode'f of 2x2 Table Showing Successful and Unsuccessfu'l
Attempfs of the l,lomen's Handspring Vault
Fil m P.I.
Man ua 1
Total
Success ful n r:r \12 nr.
Unsuccdss fu'l n2r ,,: rz.
Total n.r \.2 η
nij = the number oi observations,in each category. Since the two
groups (ftlm and programmed instruction manual) are independent, and the
data are in tenirs of frequencies iit discrete .categories, the x2 of in-
dependence is the appropriate statistical,test.
Note: For the *2 t.rt to be used r1i j I 5,i = 1,2 and i = 1 ,2
4. Significance level: o =,.20', n = 42
Comparison of successful and unsuccessfu'l attempts, by the gymnasts
using the two mediated forms of instruction (titm and the programmed
instruction manual) was arranged in the following 2x2 table.
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Tabl e 2
Girls Actual Successful and Unsuccessful Attempts
of the Wcimen 's Hands pri ng Vaul t
Fil m P.I.Manual Total
Success ful 4 8 12
Unsuccessfu'l
?
? 13 30
Total
??
21 42
5. Sampling distribution: The sampling distribution is the chi
square distribution with df = (r-1)(k-l), in which r = number of rows
and k = number ofcolumns. In ourcase r =2rk = 2; therefore df= 1.
,x' is ca]cu'lated from the formul a
I- 
-a \2
..2 _ o,."ij -ij,
. nrj
The expected cell frequency ei, is calculatdd
.
,, n; 'Il':
-ij = n-
■知=毛夕L6、2=撃=6
e21 =・30021 言 15  
オ
e22 = 21'1ユ= 15
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Tab'le 3
Gir'ls Actua'l and Expected Successful and Unsuccessful
Attempts of the tlomen's Handspring Vault
Fil m P.I .Manual Total
Successful 4(6) 8(6) 12
Unsuccess ful 'r7(15) 'r3('r5) 30
Total 21 21 42
In the one-degree of freedom situation, a correction for continuity
is required to obtain a closer approximation for the obtained x2 values
to the theoretical distribution. This difficulty is overcome by applying
the Yates Correction Formula. This formula consists in decreasing by 1/2
those values in our Table I which exceed-expectations and increasing by
'l/2 those val ues whi ch are 'less thahi'the' expected val r..26
Table'4
Yates Cdrrection as Appl ied to the Girls .Actrial Successfu'l
and Unsuccessful Attempts of'the Women's Handspring Vault
Fllm , P.I.
ManUal Total
Success ful 4 1./2(6) 7 1/2(6) 12
Uns uccess ful 161ノ2(15) l3 1/2(15) 30
Total 21 21 42
26U. l. Moroney, Facts From Figures (Baltimore: penguin Books,
'1951), p. 254. 
-
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Using the Yates Correction, the formula for calculating x2
baaor., ,27
= `  ` (lnij_eijl 
‐0.5)2
1=lj=l    eij
Thus:
..2 
_. |+-al= .s)z 
= 
,ru, 
= .375x=6o
(|←d_J2=ギ郡
d17‐l到‐ず=ギ=』詢
d13‐l到‐5′=ギ=J"
x2 〓 1105                    
´
2X
27Richard P. RunyOn and Audrey Haber, Fundamentals of
Lehavioral Statistics (Reading: Addison-t,lesffisl .
h7 zG
6. Critical region: Table B (Appendix III) Runyon-Haber,
Fundamenta'ls of Behaviora'l Statistics, shows that df = l, o = .20,
the cri ti cal region consists of al I val ues of xZ > 1 .642 .
Accept
H
o
Rej ec t
H
o
72LX
.642*2 .20(l) = l
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7. Interpretation: As this "observed" (computed) varue of xz = I.05
using the Yates Correition
x2 =  :   :  (lnij‐
eijl- 0.5)2
eiji=lj=1
then x2 = 1.642 in Table B (Appendix IIi) Runyon-Haber, Fundamentals of
Behaviora'l Statistics, for df = 'l , the Null Hypothesis is accepted. There
is no statistical'ly significant difference between the film and programmed
'instruction manual methods of learning/teaching.
Tab'le 2 does indicate, by comparison a]one, that the filmed instruc-
tion prepared just four girls out of twenty-one and the programmed in-,
struction manual prepared eight girls out of twenty-one. This would tend
to indicate that a'larger samp'le might produce a more conc'lusive result.
Coaches
Seven coaches worked with the gj,mnasts during the testing of the trvo
modes of mediated instruction. Three coaches worked with the progranrned
instruction manual and four worked with the gymnasts using the filmed
instruction; Each coach was. given a qriestionnaire to,be completed at the
end.of the four sessions of learning/teaching the women's handspring
vault (See Appendix E)
Figure 3 is a pictorial. representation of the number of coaches to
girls that were successf,ul and unsiicessful. The set of columns on the
left show the coaches in relationship to the girls using filmed instruc-
tion and the set of columns pn the right show the coaches in relationship
to the girls using the programmed instruction manual.
v
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Relationship of Coaches to Gymnasts Using
Two Forms of Mediated Instruction
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Table 5 depicts a comparison of answers found on the seven coaches'
questionnaires requiring a yes and no answer. Four coaches used the
filmed instruction and three coaches used the programmed instruction
manua'l . A1'l of the coaches in both groups ind'icated that they were
familiar with the methodology of the women's handspring vau1t. Three
in each group had spotted the handspring vau'lt. 0n1y one coach had never
spotted the vault before. Both groups had three coaches who indicated
that the mediated instruction informed them about the methodo'logy. One
coach using the filmed instruction and two using the programmed instruc-
tion manual noted that the mediated instruction taught the gymnast the
vault in a shorter time. llhen asked if they'liked the learning/teaching
package, two using the fi'lm and two using the programmed manual'answered
yes. The question asking if more of this type of learning/teaching
package was of interest, three using the film and two using the programmed
instruction manual said yes.
Examination of Table 6 gives a more complete view of the four coaches
using the film and the thr-e-e cSaches. using the programmed instruction
manual, their background, dnd experiences with the two modes of instruc-
tion.
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Table 5
Coaches Questionnaire Requiring
Yes and No Answers
Fll m P.I.
Manua'l
Yes No Yes No
l. Are you familiar with the
methodology of the women's
handspring vaul t?
4 3
2. Have you ever spotted the
women's handspri ng vaul t? 3 I 3
3. Did the mediated instruction
contained in the learning/
teaching package help to in-
form you of the methodology
of the handspring vault?
??
I 3
4. Did the mediated instruction
hel p you to teach the gymnasts
the vault in a shorter than
normal time?
3 2 1
!5. Do you Iike learning/teaching
as it was presented in this
mediated package? ,
2 2 2 1
6. Wou'ld you be interested'in
more of this type of 'learni.ng/
teachi ng methodology i nstruc-
tion?
3 ; 2 1
4i
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Table 6
Coaches Questionnai re
Fil m P.I .
Man ua l
1. Number of years coaching
gymnasti cs ? Average 1 .5 Average 5
2. What is the nature of the
group you coach?
4 private clubs
2 other (YI4CA,
youth groups, etc)
?
? co1 legepri vate
cl ubs
3. What was the estimated
teaching time of the
handspring vaul t before
the use of a medi ated
i nstructi on ?
2.5 hours 4.6 hours
4. What was the estimated
teaching time of the hand-
spring' vault after the use
of a mediated instruction?
3.6 hours 3 hours
5 . How many gi r'ls parti ci pated
in this learning/teaching'
program?
21 21
6. How many gi 11 s performed
the handspring vault un-
assisted at the.end of
four sessions?
4 8
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The coaches were asked to rate the effectiveness of trie learning/
teaching experience on a scale from excellent tO poOr.  Those using the
film rated the experience in the good to fair range with one good and
three fair.  Coaches using the programmed instructiOn manual rated the
experience in thё excellent to fair range with One excellent, One very
good and one falr.
Coaches having worked the longest in gymnastics and coaChes just
starting out with the hahdspring vault level of instruction showed the
most enthusiasm and receptivenessi to the learning/teaching methods as
presented in the twO modes of instructilon (See Appendix G)。  丁hose having
taught the handspring vault for one to two years approaches these methods
with the most hesitation (See Appendix H).
Gi rl s
There were forty‐tw  girls lartiCipating in the comparison of two
modes for the learning/teaching of the women:s handspring vault.  Twenty_
one girls using the film method of instructibn'with an average age of
13.2 years and twenty…onё girls using the prograFllned instruction manual
with an average agё of 14.l years were given a pre_test and post‐tes t
questionnaire (See Appendix E)。 モ
The pre=test questionnaire gives background information about‐the
gymnasts uslng the twoミmodes Of instructlono  Findinos of the pre‐tes t
questionnaire are repreギented in、Table 7.
RespOnses to the post‐test questionilaire is shown in Table 8.  This
table exhibits forty_two girl:s attitudinal response to the two modes of
instruction 9 twenty―one girls using the film and twenty‐one girls using
the programmed instruction manual。
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Tabl e 7
Pre-Test Questionnaire for Gymnasts
Fll m P.I.
Man ua I
I . Number of years in the sport? Average 3.3 Average 3.5
Z. What type of group do you
practice gymnasti cs?
Co1 1 ege
Hi gh Schooi
Private Cl ub
0thdr (yNcn,
youth group,
etc. )
??
??
Col 'lege 3
Hi gh Schoo'l 5
Pri vate C'l ub l6
Other ( yNCA, 'l
youth group,
etc. )
3. At this point in your gym-
nasti c career have you
mastered a satisfactory
'layout vaul t?
9 Ves     12 NoYes      9 No
4, Have you ever seen the hand-
spring vaul t performed? 20 Ves      l No21Yes
5. If the answer tb 4 is yes,
where did you see th"e hand-
spring vault performed?
your gym t 8in a movie 9
on telefision I5
other (exhibi- 7
tions, compe-
ti tion, etc. )
your gym 21in a movie '13
on te'levision 20
other (exhibi- 5
tions, compe-
ti ti ons , etc. )
5. Have you ev-er performed ir
handspri ng vaul t? - 17 Yes 4Nb 19 Yes
??
No
7, If the answer is yes, ha.ve I
you perfornied the handspring
vau'l t unassi sted?
2 Yes     15 No
I
0 Yes      9 No
??
?
Tabl e 8
Post-Test Questionnaire for Gymnasts
Fll m P.I .
Man ua'l
Did the mediated instruction
contai ned i n the 'learni ng/
teaching package he1p to in-
form you of the methodology
necessary to achieve a hand-
s pri ng va u'l t?
20 VesNo 20 Yes  l No
2. Did you find it helpful, as
a gymnas t , to 'l ea rn the
methods of a handspring vault
, as it was presented in the
medi um?
15 Ves  5 No19 Ves  2 No
3. Did you perform the handspring
vau'lt unassisted at the end of
the four practice sessions?
4 Yes 17 No8 Ves 13 No
4. If the answer to 3 is yes,
what was your estimated.learn-
ing time of the handspring
vaul t?
4.25 hours 3 .'l hou rs
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The gir'ls were asked to rate the mediated instruction used with other
methods of instruction used in gymnastics on a scale of excel'lent to
fair. Three girls using the film stated very good and four girls using
the programmed instruction manua'l replied very good. Ten girls using
the film and twelve girls using the programmed instruction manual rated
the mediated instruction good. A fair rating was received from eight
girls using the film and just one girl using the'programmed instruction
manuai.
Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Summary
Gymnastics was introduced to the 0lympic Games in 1896, but was on'ly
for nien. In the .1928 0lympic Games, the women started to compete. 0n1y
with the more recent modern 0lympics and the television coverage afforded
gymnastics, has the spor:t been elevated from a second class sport to'a
major wor'ld sport. l,trith this e:levation has come the preoccupation of
speeding up the learning/teaching process. t,lith the speed:up process,
time spent on the learning/teaching of each individual skil'1, both at
the coaching level and gymnast's level, is hindered. Not al'l coaches
have the competence necessary to instruct the gymnast in the Iearning
of advanced moves and not all gymhasts have progressed in their skil'l
development to achieve the more ilifficult moves.
To eliminate the trial and error method*inherent in the learning/
teaching of gymnastic skills without a. formal background of instructional
methods, two fbrms of mediated instruction were deri"eloped to teach the
I
women's handspring vault. ,lg handsprihg vault was chosen because of
the placement, first, in th'e sequentia.'l order of the more difficult
inverted vaul ts 
j
The study involved a compariscin of two nndes of instruction, film
and a programned instruction manua'|. fire coach and gymnast participated
together in the learning/teaching of the handspring vault. The joint
learning/teachin$ was designed to instill confidence in the coach, to
teach the advanced skills to the vau'lter, and to achieve a handspring
vau'lt unassisted 
36
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Development of the film and programmed instruction manua'l packages
was on the premise that correct instruction, with coach and gymnast join-
ing together in a learning/teaching venture, would account for fewer
misunderstandings and lost time through incorrect instruction.
Both modes of instruction were deve'loped to be used in an ongoing
gymnastic program at the convenience of, the coach and gymnast. The oniy
conditicin as to the use of the film'or programmed instruction manual was
that the gymnast, in the opinion of her coach, must have performed a
layout vau'lt and be ready to advance to the handspring vault.
Concl us i on
The stuilied statistica1 findings ref'lect that there was no statis-
tically significant difference between the film and programmed instruc-
tion manual method of instruction. .When using no statistics and just
comparison of th"e data'col'lect6d, there was a difference in numbers of
girls able to perform the vault at the end of the specified time. This
would tend to iriircate that a broader st0dy usihg larger sample groups
would be of interest. It might also"be of intdrest to.study group size
in relationship to length of learning tiie'when using outside stimuli
as a method of instruction. 
, 
'
Corre'lation of the information on lerigth of time.the coaches had
taught.gymnastics indicated that those having the most experience and
those just starting in the spbrt were-most receptive to the two modes
of instruction. Although this study was not concerned with attitudina'l
problems to any great extent, further study in this area might be of
interest to the psycho-motor learning process when using outside
stimul i .
A'lthough body structure was not a consideration of this study,
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investigation of its relationship to skil'l development could be of
interest in psycho-motor learning. Further studies are indicated,
based,on this studie's average age of'learning the handspring vault to
establish the age at which a gymnast is best suited to learn and achieve
the handspring vault.
Although attitude of the gymnast or the coach was not the prime
measurement for this study, there was indications that further study
would be of interest in the areas of attitudes of gymnasts toward their
own level of development, attitudes of coaches and gymnasts toward new
methods of instruction which could prove important to the learning/
teaching cycle.
Studies involving comparisons of newer techno'logies of outside
stimuli in the learning/teaching process could prove of great value to
the deve'lopment of psycho-motor 'learning.
APPENDIX A
Review of Programmed lnstruction Manual
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The review process of the prograrmed instruction manual was an
ongo'ing activity. clarity of sequence, information contained and
correctness of moves was necessary to achieve an error-free learning/
teaching situation.
Those whose knowledge and patience is greatly appreciated are:
'l 
. Dr. Pa'lmer Dyer, Professor and Chai rman of Educationa'l Cormuni ca:
tions, Ithaca college -- Graduate advisor and prodder to higher
achi everients .
Dr. R. R. Nicoson, Professor and Chairman, Graduate Studies
Educational communications, Ithaca coliege -- who always thinks
the impossible is possible and is usually right.
Dr. Arthur W. Schweider, Assistant Professor Educational Communica-
tions, Ithaca College -- helped to rirake the manual read we]'l and
be workable. t
Patty Gause, advanced gymnast with the T.c. Stars Gymnastic Team,
without whose inter'est the writerls interest in gymnastics would
never have been sparked.
Donald c. Gause, Professor at suNY-Bingtiamton, school of Advanced
Techno'log! who 'was 'always wil'ling 
.to read the -manual and ponder;
thus making the writer re-evaiuate constantly.
Diane Kostyshyn was a member of Vestal, Neiv Yorrk High School
Qymnastics Team when she agredd-to act as the guinea pig and help
with the actua'l use of the programmed instruction manual. Diane,s
'letter written to describe-'her fe'e'lings about the progranrned
insti'uction manual method of instruction is as follows:
. 
Thank you for allowing me to try your new program on ',TheLearning/Teaching of the women's Handspring vaurt.i It enabled
me to review a'll of the necessary aspects in performing the vault.
2.
3.
4.
??
6。
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Aithough I knew much of the information, it was a good review for
me. In addition, I feel this information would be particularly
useful to those who have never done the vault or are beginning
the process of 'learning it, since to me it is essentia] -to know
a'I1 the fine points of a move before performing it. This pastyear I participated on the Vestal High School Gymnastics Team.I wanted to perfect the handspring vault for competition. your
program he'lped me correct mistakes and enabled me to perform the
vault in State competition. Thank you.
l'
!
APPENDIX
Revlew of
B
Fil m
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2.
3.
Grateful acknowledgement goes to a group of people who helped
develop the film and accompanying cassette recording. Their efforts
during the review portion of the project helped to overcome confusion
in the script, clarificat'ion of terms and format, correctness of moves
and suggestions for general improvement of the presentation.
'1. R.A. Smith -- Graduate student in M.S. Education Communications
who helped with the script and traveled to Syracuse with the
writer to fi'lm the Fawnettes Qymnastics Team girls in action.
Dr. R. R. Nicoson -- Professor, Ithaca Co1'lege, who allowed the
writer to use the filmed portion of the thesis as one c]ass project.
Dr. Palmer Dyer -- Professor, Ithaca College, who allowed the
taping of the cassette recording.-to ttake place in his office and
suggested various ways to. make the tape acceptable to the listener.
Doug tleisman -- a student in tire ghu..tion.t Communications Program
at Ithaca co1lege, who was the voice on the accompanying cassette
recording. Doug was really great to work with and kept from tearing
his hair out during the recording process.
Margaret Palinosky, Owego, New York -- a'long time friend of the
writer and a rated judge for the united States Gymnastics Federa-
tion. I'4argaret a'lso has taught gymnastics for the past eight years.
Dr. Art Schweider -- Assistant Professor, Ithaca college, offered
helpful suggestions for the development of the script.
The Fawnettes Gymnastic Team and Director/coach Phil Devoli who
acted as the mode'ls for the filmed portion of the project. The
method of teaching the vau'lt was devel oped by Phi'l Devoli .
4.
??
6。
7.
APPENDIX C
Instructional Guide
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INSTRUCT10NAL GUIDE  ¨WOMEN:S HANDSPRING VAUL丁
a programmed instruction
Purpose
. 
'1. To learn/teach the women's handspring vault.
2. To recognize the methodology necessary for learning/teaching
the handspring vault
3. To instill confidence in the vau'lter so a solo handspring vault
will be performed at the end of a four session training period (secondary
purpose).
Audi ence
Any gymnast, coach, or spotter who has profic^iency in the knowledge
of methodology of the layout vault.
Rel ated Topi c
Learning/teaching methotlc'logy of women's gymnastic skills. Content:
Learning/teaching mdthodology of wonfuh's rrlndspning vault. The medium
will cover the run, step to the Reuther'board, repulsion from the Reuther
board, preflight, repulsion from horse, afterflight, landing, and spotting
procedures for-the women's handspring lvaul t
Questions for Group DiscrJssion Before Using the Media
l. Have you ever seen the handipring vault performed?
2. Where have you seen tlie handspring vault performed?
3. At this point in your gymnastic career, have you mastered a
sati sfactory 1 ayout vaul t?
4. Have you ever tried a handspring vault?
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INSTRUCTIONAL GUI DE . I.IOMEN'S HANDSPRING VAULT
a super Snrn film with cassette taped narration
Purpose
1. To learn/teach the women's handspring vault.
2. To recognize the methodology necessary for learning/teaching
the handspring vauit.
3. To insti'll confidence in the vaulter so a solo handspring vault
will be performed at the end of a four session training period (secondary
purpose).
Audi ence
Any gymnast, coach, or spotter who has proficiency in the knowledge
of methodology of the Iayout vault.
Related Topic
Learning/t'eaching mdthodology of women's gymnastic skil'ls. Content:
Learning/teaching methodology of women'"s handspring vault. fhe medium
will cover the run, step to the Reuther board, repulsion from the Reuther
board, preflight, repulsion from hors'e,'afterflight., landing, and spotting
procedures for the women's handspring'va01t
Questions for Group Discussion Befiire_Using the Media
1. Have you ever seen the handspring vault performed?
2. Where have you seen the-handspring vault performed?
3. At this point in your gymnistic career, have you mastered a
satisfactory layout vault?
4. Have you ever tried a handspring vault? !
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Participation During Use of the Medium
The medium may be used at the convenience of the coach before, during
or after a practice session by an individual or group. For the first ses-
sion using the medium plan to use the entire learning/teaching package.
Fo1]ow-up use can be an individual or group review p1an. The learning/
teaching package is designed to b'lend with an ongoing program.
Follow-Up Questions and Activities
1. At the end of four practice days the gymnast wiil perform a
handspring vaul t without assistance.
2. Did the medium used in the learning/teaching package help to
inform you of the methodology necessary to achieve a handspring vault?
3. Did you find it.helpful, as a gymnast, to'learn the methods of
a handspring vault as it was presented in the medium used?
4, Did you find it helpful, as a coach, to learn/teach the methods
of a handspring vault as it was presented in the medium.used?
5. Did the gymnast perform the handsprin! vault unassisted at the
end of four practice sessions?
corre'lation with 
.References and Oihqr Instructional M?teria'ls
Mil'lman, Dan. "The Basics Behind the BasicS," Gymnast, August-september
1974, pp. 42-43.
Nakaiima, Mitsuhiro. "Vau'lting: The Technical Development and Present
Condi ti on of the "Hecht Vaul t','i, Gymnast , Apri 1 1974, pp. 38-39 .
Hinds, John 1,1., Jr. "Commitment and the Gymnhstr,' , Qymnast, 0ctober
I974, p. 41.
APPENDIX D
DirectiOns for Use Of
Programmed lnstruction Manual
and
Fil m
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF THE PROGMMMED INSTRUCTION 
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To use the programmed instruction, please distribute a book to each
girl who wil'l be participating. It is NOT necessary to write the answers
in the book because more than one person wi1'l be using the booklet.
The coach may wish to'discuss the process of the Iearning/teaching
project with the gymnasts. Then each girl wi'11 be given a questionnaire
and is asked to fill it out to the best of her ability and hand it back.
to the person in charge. This questionnaire will be redistributed for
post-program inquiry at the end of four practice days. PIease make sure
that each girl puts her name on this questionnaire. These questionnaires
are to be retained by the coach.
The first day working with this learning/teaching program, the gym-
nasts and coach are asked to read the programmed instruction al1 the way
through. From this point on the programfted ins"tructiona'l book may be
used any way tliat is rnost convenient to the coach and gymnasts.
At the en'd of four practi'ce days, all books and questionnaires are
to be co'l'lected and retained by the coach'.
Thank' you and have fun:
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF THE FILM
To use the fi'lm learning/teaching package, please have your film
threaded in the projector and ready to start at the title HANDSPRING
VAULT.
'The coach may wish to discuss the process of the learning/teaching
proiect with the gymnasts. Then each girl will be given a questiondaire
and is asked to fill it out to the best of her ability and hand it back
to the person in charge. This questionnaire wi'll be redistributed for
'post-program inquiry at the end of four practice days. Please make sure
that each girl puts her name on this questionnaire. These questionnaires
are to be retained by the coach
After the questionnaires have been filled out, the audio cassette
player should be started at the"beginning_and al'l who are participating.
in the learning/teaching program should listen. From this point on, just
fot'low the directions given on the audio cassettb.,
Thank you and have fun I
APPENDIX E
Pre―test and Post‐test
Gymnast and Coaches QuestiOnnaires
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QUEST10NNAIRE FOR THE COACH
★★★Please fill out the following questionnaire and return it with the
gymnasl:s questionnaires at the end of the four day practice session★士★
Name:
l. Number of years coaching gymhastics?
2. tlhat is the nature of the group you coachl (place an X on the
appropri ate I ine) a. Col lege
bo  High School
co  Private club
d.  Other
3. Are you familiar with the methodology of the women's handspring
vaul t? yeS 
一
   nO
4. Have you ever s=potted the women!s handspring vault?
yes no
5. Did the mddiated'instruction contained in the learning/teaching
package help to infcjrm.you of the-methodology of the handspring
vault? yeS 
__ 
no 
.,.
6. Did the mediated instruction help you tb teach.the gymnasts the
vault in a.shorter than normal time?
yeS _   nO
7. What was the'estimated teaching time of the handspring vault before
the use of a mediated instruction?
(eStimated time in hbuFsT
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8. trlhat was the estimated teaching time of the handspring vault after
using the mediated instruction?
(estimated time In -FolFif
( 9. How many girls participated in this learning/teaching program?
\
( number )
I0. How many girls performed the handspring vault unassisted at the
end of four practice sessions?
11. Do you like learning/teaching as it was presented in this mediated
package ? yes no
12. Would you be interested in more of this type of learning/teaching
methodology instruction? yes no
13. How would you rate the effectiveness of this Iearning/teaching
experience? (place -an X on the approptiatb line)
Excel I ent
Very Good
Good
: hall"
Poor
Comments :
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???
‥
??
?
?
???
?
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QUEST10NNAIRE FOR EACH GYMNAST
★★士PleaSe fill out the following questionnaire to the best Of`your
abili ty★士★
1. Number of years in the sport?
2. what type of group do you practice gymnastics? (place an x on the
appropriate Iine) a. Co'l1ege
b. Hi gh School
c . Pri vate c'l ub
d. 0ther
3. At this point in your gymnastic career, have you mastered a satis-
factory layout vault? ,yes no
4。   Have you ever seen thさ handspring vault perfOrmed?
yeS 
一
  nO
5. If the answer to number 4'is yes, where did you see the handspring
vault performedt (place'an X on the-appropriate line)
, a.'your'gymnasium
b.. , In' a movie 
-
c. 0n'television
d.  othdr
6. Have you ever performed a handspring vault?
yes n0
7.   If the answer is yes, have you performed the handspring vault
unasslsted? _     yes        nO
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QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED AT IHE FINISH OF THE
4 DAY LEARNING/TEACHING SESSION
***You have now finished the 4 day learning/teaching session. Would you
please help by answering the following questions***
l. Did the mediated instruction contained in the 'learning/teaching
package help to inform you of the methodology necessary to achieve
a handspring vault? yes       nO
Z. Did you find it helpful, as a gymnast, to learn the methods of a
handspring vad'lt as it was presented in the medium used?
yeS _  nO
3. Did you perform the handspring vault unassisted at the end of the
four practice sesslons?        yes         no
4. If your answer to number 3 is yes, what was your estimated learning
time of the handspring vault?
5. How would you rate this mediated instruction'with other methods of
instruction used in gymnas.tics?
Cornments:
'Ex.cel'lent
. 
Very Good
, cocia 
'
Fal r
Poor
APPENDIX F
Information on,Location of Film and
Progrhmmed‐Instruction Manual
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Anyone wishing to view the filmed method of
instruction and its accompanying cassette
tape or review the prograrnmed instruction
manual may do so by writing the Chairman
of the School of Communications, Graduate
Studies and Educational Communications,
Ithaca Col1ege., Ithaca, New York '14850.
r.
APPENDIX G
Favorable Comments for the Two Methods of lnstruction
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Coaches' Comments
I. As I said before, I had not done any spotting of the handspring
vault. I really enjoyed this experience. I feel I learned a great
deal .
2. The use of the "Stiff Body" exercise before every vault
seemed to hel p the gi 11 s.
Gi r'l s ' Comrnen ts
1.  With this method l believe an inexperienced vaulter could
learn a handspring in 4 sessions.  However, I think they wOuld have to
be longer than 45 minute sessions.
2.  The method was good.  I had more of an idea of exactly what I
should be doing at each stage of the vault.  The readings helped to
back up what the coach said when working with me。
3.  I feel much more confident o■myself now.  I feel that I:ve
improved my vault in many ways and would like to cσntinue working。
4.  The booklet‐is good as an instructiottal metium・and as a re‐
fresher.  The coachesi comments along With the b00klet provides a sound
groundwork for learning and improvinb the handspring vault.
5.  It helpさd me remembbr what positlon, I shOuld be in while
doing the vaulぜ.  Al so, tthe program gave・me a go6d mental picture of
what l should be・doing during the vault.
APPENDIX H
Unfavorable Comments of the Two Methods of lnstruction
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Coaches' Comments
l. This type of teaching does not leave the coach open to any
d,isagreement. There are phases ttiat I do not agree with and it is
hard to disagree with a closed presentation without making someone
look wrong.
2. I expected more a progressive type of program. The film
wasn't very informative. I don't think the mediated instruction
changed the way I would have taught the vault.
3. I do not believe that this technique can be used in all situ-
ations - especia'lly in an established program whose methods conflict
with some of the theories included in the teaching package. I did not
like this method - it conflicted too much with my sty'le of teaching
and a'lso its 4 day "teaching period" scared many students.
APPENDIX I
Gymnastics Groups that Aided in the
Testing for Statistical Data
????
,
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1 . The Ameri can Gymnas ti c camp , Li ttl e Meadows , pennsyl vani a
under the direction of Dr. Frederic M. Pierce.
2. The Ithaca Coliege Gymnastic Team, Ithaca, New york under
the coaching of Harriett Carnes.
3. The 0wego Scamps, Otego, New York under the co-directorship
of Nancy and John Numetko.
APPENDIX J
CorrespOndence
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3 Kingsgate Lane
Owego, NY  1 3827
January 9, 1976
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
Dear
In the_process of fulfilling the thesis requirements of my graduateprogram at Ithaca College, I have developed a iearning package dealing
with the 'learning/teaching of the women's handspring vault. -Knowing -
that you are engaged !n the instruction of gymnastics, I am in hopeithat you and your girls would be able to assist me with the testihg ofthis I earning/teaching package.
The project is done with both the needs of the gymnast and coachin mind, realizing that the coach may or may not have the skil'l neces-
sary to teach the handspring vault. The gymnast starts this project
knowing just the fundamenta'ls of a layout vault. At the end of fourpractice sessions,_the gymnast should be at the point of performing
the handspring vault without assistance.
The procedure will take four practice sessions and will involve aprgltgst questionnaire, four practice sessions' with fully explainedguidelines and a post-test. Each group pdrticipating wiil bb given aIearning package and initructions to guide the'foui iession aciivities.
The package'wil'l be structured to blend with your present program and
can be used as often as desired. These'learning packages will be dis-tributed to the grirups at the end of February.
In order to ha-ve a good analysis of the data, it wi1l be necessaryto stipulate. that five or more gir'ls. pahtici.pate in edch group
- 
If you and your girls are unable to participate in, this project,
ryoui!-you suggest a grolp that might be able to assist me. ybur-he1iin this matter is- great'ly appreciated; Through this eifort it is hopedthat the sport of lymnasiici'can be extended io-ro.e coaches andgymnasts on a learning/teaching bas'is.
Si nCerel y ,
Patricia A. Gause
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